   
Foams India Bed Products is a 100% Natural Latex Foam manufacturing company situated in Chennai,India.
We are one of the leading producers of Rubber foam Mattresses, Pillows, Cushions, and Slabs confirming comfort, Safety,
and Durability. We manufacture Foam Mattresses under the registered TradeMark “foams india” which are available in Soft,
Medium, and Hard qualities and in different sizes as per the requirement of age, size, and shape. The products are anti-allergic and keep you warm in the winter and cool in the summer. Independent tests prove that our latex foam is three times
more resistant to dust, mites, and bacteria than ordinary mattresses. Foam India mattresses can last up to 20 years.
No problem of sagging and no inconvenience. It conforms to the contours of the body creating a cushion and no pressure
points are caused during rest, thereby providing a delightful, refreshing, and restful sleep, just like a baby.
We bring you internationally preferred latex foam sleeping systems for over 26 years
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100% pure comfort.
100% pure innovation.

To be the best natural resource, it has to be organic.
At Indian Bedding, we proudly carry the Foams India bedding product
range which offers 100% natural latex mattresses and pillows.
Natural latex is the best-kept secret in sleep. It instantly responds to every curve of your body for
pressure-free support, is naturally resistant to mold and microbes, and has outstanding durability.
No latex brings these benefits together more perfectly than pure Indian Dunlop latex.
That’s why we’ve used it to create Foams India’s Natural Latex Foams.
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About Of Our

BUSINESS GROWTH
It started in 1996, when we wanted a natural mattress other than a normal cotton mattress
— made from non-toxic, natural, and organic materials — that we could actually afford. But
instead of options, we found greenwashing and gray areas. What was being marketed as
organic, all-natural, or non-toxic was, in truth, hardly so.

About Of Our

EXTRA FEATURE
It's the First in India to manufacture a mattress in continuous automated latex
production and we are honored for the effort we have done. We have a big capacity in the
latex manufacturing field that no other companies in India can give in the latex field.
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We have the capacity to manufacture a Full-Size mattress of
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We have the capacity to manufacture bulk latex pillows production
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78 x 80 molded latex sheets in different thicknesses and densities.

of 800+ Pillows per day.

Actually Why

CHOOSE US ?
We are dedicated to providing the mattress industry with the highest quality in sustainably
sourced Indian-made latex mattresses, sheets, toppers, pillows, and healthy back products. Our company never settles — on customer service, quality, or comfort. That's why we
invented, patented, and continue to perfect Natural Latex Foam®, our proprietary latex
continuous-production process. Our advanced process is based on science that's
leading the industry and specially designed for a better night's sleep.
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Return to nature every night.
Foams India brings the purity of nature to your bedroom

100% Natural Latex

Organic Cotton GD Layer

Some manufacturers use a thin top

Our latex foams are covered with

Our Foams India Latex Foams, all-natural

layer of natural latex over layers of

Cotton GD Cloth(inner layer) enhances

latex mattress — Outer layer are all finished

synthetic latex or petroleum-based

the breathability and comfort of the

with a cover of rich organic bamboo cover

foam. Foams India is the real thing,

mattress, wicking away moisture for a

with zipper. It’s healthy, breathable, and

through and through.

cooler, drier sleep.

supremely comfortable
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Organic Bamboo Cover

THE SPE C I A L I T Y CO L L EC TIONS
MO RE C US TO MI ZED L ATE X
FO R S UPERI O R S LE E P
Always available in both cores and toppers,
made exclusively with our quality Performance Latex.

DUNLOP PROCESS

Multi-Core Technology

Pin-Core Technology

Each Foams India Product Family Is Guaranteed To Deliver:
Each Mountain Top Foam Product Family Is Guaranteed To Deliver:
Responsive comfort, contouring to the
body’s movement throughout the night

Breathability for the perfect sleeping
temperature

Enhanced pressure relief on
sensitive areas

Resistance to breakdown and body
impressions for long-lasting durability year
after year

Uplifting support for a weightless,
unsinkable feeling

An eco-friendly choice

12.HUS.10792 HOHENSTEIN HTTI
16.HUS.00338 HOHENSTEIN HTTI

Delivering comfort in 3 levels of firmness:
The Seven
Zones ofLevel
Comfort
Firmness

Mono-Zoned
Med Soft Our
Medium
FirmOption

Our proprietary Seven-Zone Design creates
Our Mono-Zone Design was created for those
70
80 a consistent90
HARDNESS
LEVEL
the optimal combination of pressure relief and
who prefer
feel across the entire
support. With our design, your mattresses will
surface. It delivers incredible comfort and
deliver increased support in the much-needed
support from head to toe.
lumbar region, while gently enveloping areas
like the shoulders, hips and thighs.
* CUSTOMIZED FIRMNESS LEVELS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE

Designed, Sourced, & Manufactured in the INDIA
We are proud to say that all of our products are made right here in the Chennai,INDIA. With all the horror
stories we hear in the news about imported products, it's assuring to know that you and your family are
protected. Manufacturing in the INDIA also allows us to create jobs domestically, to monitor the quality of
our products first hand, and adhere to all of the India.'s stringent health and safety guidelines.
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100 % NATURAL LATEX FOAM®

Natural Latex is the healthiest, most eco-friendly bedding choice. And when
you buy your Natural Latex from Foams India, you know you’re getting a
superior product. When compared to the competition,our Natural Latex is
scientifically proven to have minimal firmness loss – attesting to its long-last-

The moment the body rests,
it keeps the body in a floating position.

MAT T R E S S F I R M N E S S L E V E L
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All our products are made of
100% pure Latex.
Hypoallergenic organic material
makes healthiest and most Eco friendly.

ing comfort and durability

Very Soft I

Consequently,Natural Latex
Foam is always cool and comfortable.
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Last long for 22 plus years
without any deformation.
The resilient power varies according
to density.More the density,
more will be the support.

Our Natural Latex Foam is proven to perform substantially better than the competition in both wet compression
and dynamic fatigue testing. The data reveals minimal hardness loss on both tests, which simulate the effects of
sleeping on the latex over extended periods of time. That means minimal body impressions, minimal breakdown
and a mattress that delivers the same lush comfort, year after year.

Comfort Levels :
Firmness Level

Medium

HARDNESS LEVEL

80

ILD

Highlights
* 100 % Natural latex foam®
* Pin-core technology
* Perfect for those who seek a mixed combination for hard & soft
* The one that started it all. Optimal support, cooling comfort,
pressure relief and pure natural latex foam.
* 20 –Year warranty
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29 - 34

20
YEARS
WARRANTY

100 % NATURAL LATEX FOAM®

Natural Latex is the healthiest, most eco-friendly bedding choice. And when
you buy your Natural Latex from Foams India, you know you’re getting a
superior product. When compared to the competition,our Natural Latex is
scientifically proven to have minimal firmness loss – attesting to its long-last-

The moment the body rests,
it keeps the body in a floating position.

MAT T R E S S F I R M N E S S L E V E L
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All our products are made of
100% pure Latex.
Hypoallergenic organic material
makes healthiest and most Eco friendly.

ing comfort and durability

Very Soft I

Consequently,Natural Latex
Foam is always cool and comfortable.
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I Very Hard
100

ORTHO
FX

Last long for 22 plus years
without any deformation.
The resilient power varies according
to density.More the density,
more will be the support.

Our Natural Latex Foam is proven to perform substantially better than the competition in both wet compression
and dynamic fatigue testing. The data reveals minimal hardness loss on both tests, which simulate the effects of
sleeping on the latex over extended periods of time. That means minimal body impressions, minimal breakdown
and a mattress that delivers the same lush comfort, year after year.

Comfort Levels :
Firmness Level

Firm

HARDNESS LEVEL

90

ILD

35 - 45

Highlights
* Enhanced hard 100% Natural latex foam®
* Pincore-core technology
* Perfect for elders who seek harder mattress and very promising
mattress for those who have back pain
* Highly comforting to people who have orthopedic
challenges and the elderly
* 20–Year warranty
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20
YEARS
WARRANTY
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* 100 % Natural Latex Foam Cushions manufactured
using Pin core technology
* It provides Medium firm comfort level.
* Superior comfort and gives good back support.
* Anti- microbial and hygienic.
* Comes with a warranty of 7 years and durability
period of 15 years.
* Custom made cushions are available
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